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Access to the Wellness Center is always included when
booking your stay directly with us. Our guests can enjoy

the spa for one hour a day by reservation.
 



Body treatments
 

RELAXING MASSAGE
50' €60,00

A complete massage for a general
energetic rebalancing that gives a
widespread feeling of well-being
and a deep physical and mental

relaxation.
 

DEEP TISSUE MASSAGE
50' €60,00

Creating heat increases the
metabolism and promotes the

elimination of slag, stretches, and
relieves the muscles. Regenerates
the body after sports and physical

activity.
 

ANTI-CELLULITE MASSAGE 
50' €70,00

 Stimulates the cell activity and
promotes the elimination of

excess fluid.
 

PARTIAL MASSAGE
30' €40,00

Choose the part of the body you
wish to work on for quick relief:
legs, back, neck or shoulders.

 
FACE MASSAGE

30' €30,00
Hydrating massage that works on

the muscular tone, for
moisturized, silky and glowy skin. 

 
 

WHOLE-BODY LYMPH DRAINAGE
MASSAGE
50' €70,00

Stimulates the activity of the
lymphatic system promoting the

mechanical elimination of stagnant
liquids from the tissues.

 
LYMPH DRAINAGE MASSAGE LEGS

 40' €50,00
 

LYMPH DRAINAGE MASSAGE FACE
30' €50,00

 
FOOT REFLEXOLOGY

30' €40,00
Enhance cardiovascular

performance, strengthen the
immune system, relieve blockages

and stress, improve your overall
health and well-being.

 
BODY SCRUB 

60' €60,00
Thorough and deep revitalization

with dead sea salt scrub and
essential oils for compact nourished

and smooth skin.
 
 



Facial treatments
 

HYDRAMEMORY

60' €50,00

Hydrating treatment for face, neck and

décolleté with mask and brushes with

Comfort Zone products.

 For moisturized and silky skin.

 

 

Manicure & Pedicure
 

ESTHETIC MANICURE

15' €15,00

Nourishing and regenerating hand

treatment.

 

ESTHETIC MANICURE WITH 

GEL POLISH

60' €30,00

Nourishing and regenerating hand

treatment completed with gel-based

polish.

 

ESTHETIC PEDICURE 

30' €25,00 

Nourishing and regenerating foot

treatment.

 

 

ESTHETIC PEDICURE WITH 

GEL POLISH

60' €40,00

Nourishing and regenerating foot

treatment completed with gel-based

polish.

 

Depilation
 

COMPLETE WAXING

30 '€ 30.00

Leg, bikini-line, eyebrows and upper lip.

 

HALF LEG AND BIKINI WAX

20 '€ 25,00

HALF LEG WAX

15 '€ 15,00

BIKINI EXTENDED WAX

15 '€ 15,00

BIKINI CLASSIC WAX

15 '€ 10,00

EYEBROW SHAPING

10 '€ 5,00

UPPER LIP WAX

10 '€ 5,00

 


